The United States Army Materiel Command (AMC) Logistics Support Activity (LOGSA) and PM AESIP are executing a project to converge LIW capabilities into the AESIP Hub. An outcome of this project will be the creation of a single point of entry to access the new Enterprise Logistics Portal. Users will have access to the capabilities with which they are familiar, as well as emerging enterprise capabilities via the newly developed Enterprise Logistics Portal. This effort is scheduled to be complete by December 2018 with minimal disruption to the field. The primary goal is to provide more seamless integration of data, enabling analytics and Business Intelligence (BI) reporting across the multitude of disparate Enterprise and Enterprise-enabling logistics systems.

The new Enterprise Logistics Portal will host logistics data, financial data related to supply and maintenance, BI and analytical tools, and the converged capabilities of LIW and AESIP. The Enterprise Logistics Portal will continue to provide access to BI tools such as the Lead Materiel Integrator Decision Support Tool (LMI DST), the Army Readiness Common Operating Picture (AR-COP), and many of other tools currently accessible through the LIW Portal. This new portal will also provide users with access to reports currently available in the AESIP Hub, as well as any emerging enterprise capabilities being developed. The first step will be the rebranding of the LIW Portal as the Enterprise Logistics Portal in September 2018.

At that time, the current 70,000+ LIW users will continue to access the key capabilities that they utilize in LIW via the new Enterprise Logistics Portal. In addition, the LOGSA strategic trading partners currently receiving data and reports from LIW will begin receiving those data and reports from PM AESIP with limited impact during the cutover activities.

LOGSA and PM AESIP are working collaboratively to ensure the convergence process and cutover to the new Enterprise Logistics Portal are executed with minimal operational impact to the field. Notifications, documentation, and training will be provided to users on accessing and navigating the new portal and converged capabilities once available.

For questions concerning LIW, please see below for the LOGSA Service Desk contact information.

For questions concerning AESIP and access to new Enterprise Logistics Portal, please contact the Army Enterprise Service Desk at 1-866-335-2769.